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Job Matching and Occupational Choice 


Robert A. Miller 
Cnrnepe-Mellon CTnzuerszty 

This paper presents a model of job matching that generalizes the 
existing literature by allowing for differentjob types, or occupations. 
Such differences affect the value ofjob-specific experience, inducing 
a career profile where certain types are sampled before others. More 
specifically, the analysis shows that it is optimal for the young and 
inexperienced to gravitate toward jobs exhibiting a certain kind of 
risk. Then, after deriving the equilibrium job turnover rate for an 
economy in which people do not switch occupations, panel data are 
used to estimate its underlying parameters. The hypothesis that peo- 
ple do not switch occupations is rejected against the alternative that 
they do, thus providing empirical support for the theoretical exten- 
sion undertaken here. 

I. Introduction 

The relationship linking skills that are job specific to turnover deci- 
sions has long been considered an important issue in the economics of 
labor mobility. Earlier writers, most notably Becker (1962, 1975), 
Mincer (1962), and Oi (1962), perceived a two-way flow between job- 
specific training and tenure. On the one hand, Becker asserts the 
"willingness of workers or firms to pay for specific training should . . . 
closely depend [negatively] on the likelihood of labor turnover" 
(1962, p. 19). On the other hand, these authors also recognized that 
the more job-specific capital a worker has, the more destructive a 
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separation would be, and hence the less likely he is to break the 
match. 

Combined, these two effects yield a decreasing hazard: in other 
words, the conditional probability of quitting or being laid off falls 
with greater tenure. For the longer a person has held a job, probably 
the more specific capital he has acquired (since a worker in whom 
little capital was invested is more likely to have been filtered out previ- 
ously). And the higher is his expected output due to job-specific fac- 
tors, the smaller the chance of a separation occurring. 

The decreasing hazard hypothesis is consistent with the observation 
that certain identifiable groups in the work force turn over more 
often, experience lower rates of wage growth, and apparently ac- 
cumulate less specific human capital than others. Furthermore, study- 
ing job tenure, several investigators, including Borjas and Rosen 
(1979), Bartel and Borjas (1981), and Mincer and Jovanovic (1981), 
have found persistent evidence of positive duration dependence even 
after they control for socioeconomic characteristics described in the 
data. That is, among cohorts whom the data measure as being equiva- 
lent, the probability of sticking to a job, conditional on past experi- 
ence, increases with tenure. 

Models of job matching and turnover provide a simple framework 
for analyzing issues related to the accumulation ofjob-specific capital. 
An article by Jovanovic (1979) demonstrated that if a person can 
learn only through specific experience how suited he is to a job, then 
an (eventually) decreasing hazard emerges from the optimal decision 
rule. Intuitively, the more experience a person has in a job, the better 
the assessment of his competence, so the less new information will 
affect this assessment and prompt the individual to leave it. 

The contributions of Jovanovic (1979) and Viscusi (1979) illustrate 
how optimizing behavior undertaken in learning environments can 
generate duration dependence that is not merely an artifact of unob- 
served heterogeneity (defined here as differences in traits across job 
matches known to the individuals themselves but not recorded in the 
data and accordingly unobserved by the econometrician). Never- 
theless, as Heckman and Borjas (1980) have remarked in another 
context, data on turnover alone cannot help one to decide whether 
unobserved heterogeneity or the behavioral rules generated by eco- 
nomic models are causing positive duration dependence found by 
econometricians. Unless assumptions, typically strong and unjustifi- 
able, specify the probability distribution describing unobserved 
heterogeneity across the population, a statistical test that chooses be- 
tween the two alternatives is impossible to devise.' 

' \.l.'hile the discussion of Heckman and Borjas (1980)was concerned with transitions 
between employment and unemployment, it is clear their conclusions appl) more gen- 
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Thus, work over the last 2 decades has established an interdepen- 
dence between job-specific capital and labor mobility, formally ex- 
plained precisely how this interdependence might arise, and pro- 
duced empirical results that would be broadly consistent with the 
formal theory but for the presence of unobserved heterogeneity. 

The purpose of this paper is to explore the theoretical and empir- 
ical ramifications of generalizing the job-matching paradigm. In job- 
matching models, a Bayesian decision maker combines prior informa- 
tion about each job's characteristics with sample information he has 
accumulated from working experience on that job in order to forecast 
its future returns (both pecuniary and nonpecuniary). The next sec- 
tion lays out a framework to accommodate situations where his prior 
beliefs may differ across jobs. This extension suggests the following 
definition of an occupation: loosely speaking, two jobs belong to the 
same occupation if a person's prior beliefs about them are identical. 
Hence differences between such jobs emerge only through specific 
experience. 

Drawing from the statistical theory of multi-armed-bandit pro- 
cesses, Section 111 investigates the optimal order to sample jobs and 
the optimal duration time for each job. (In previous work, the order 
in which jobs are sampled is immaterial because people have the same 
prior beliefs over all jobs.) These investigations yield several predic- 
tions about life-cycle career patterns. They provide an explanation 
based on rational behavior for the longstanding empirical regularity, 
well captured by the expression "young and foolish," that the inex- 
perienced gravitate toward risky ventures. Because younger workers 
are less experienced than their older counterparts, they more will- 
ingly try out jobs where success is rare; older people who have quit 
them already know they themselves are unsuitable. 

A numerical analysis is conducted in Section IV to compute job 
turnover generated by optimal behavior. The results show that if the 
quality of job matches is difficult to forecast without specific experi- 
ence or can be determined quite accurately with only a small amount 
of experience, turnover is higher. 

The empirical parts of this paper, Sections V-VII, focus mainly on 
two issues. One expects a person's socioeconomic background, 

erally. The claim is starkly illustrated by considering the sequence of probabilities for 
breaking a job match at specified tenure levels, derived from sequentially maximizing 
an intertemporal utility function subject to a production and information technology. 
Call this sequence {p,}T=,. Contrast this setup with a very simple model in which a 
population of identical agents work in various jobs {i}y=o,which are labeled according to 
the fixed time they take to complete. Suppose the proportion ofjobs that last i periods is 
p,. Then clearly turnover behavior generated by one model is indistinguishable from 
the other. 
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through its effects on his prior beliefs, to determine in part how 
frequently he switches jobs. Thus, differences observed across socio- 
economic groups in layoffs and quits might be attributable to optimal 
decisions induced by different levels of schooling acting on prior 
beliefs. Accordingly the first set of hypotheses tests whether schooling 
is a significant parameter in determining them. 'The second issue is 
whether, from an econometrician's viewpoint, each person spends his 
entire working career in what is defined here as a single occupation. If 
so, he has the same prior beliefs about the job-matching characteris- 
tics of successive employment positions held, and the theoretical por- 
tion of this paper would receive scant empirical support. Similarly the 
practice of ignoring occupational effects, widespread in related work 
on labor force participation and search unemployment, would be 
indirectly upheld. A second set of hypotheses addresses this issue. 

Section V provides some informal diagnostics bn these matters 
from the Coleman-Rossi data set. Then in Section VI a maximum 
likelihood estimator is constructed to mesh the turnover data with the 
probabilities generated numerically for an economy where nobody 
switches occupations. Maximum likelihood estimates are obtained 
and hypothesis testing is conducted in Section VII. Overall, the em- 
pirical findings support the view that prior beliefs differ across people 
and also across the jobs any one person works in. 

11. The Individual's Problem 

Perhaps the easiest way to picture the model is to imagine Robinson 
Crusoe shipwrecked at date zero on an island. With no possibility of 
rescue foreseen, he maximizes a discounted flow of food output by 
sequentially choosing one of several available farming techniques to 
produce it. Through experience, he discovers how well different 
techniques match the geography of the island, and this knowledge 
helps him make wiser decisions. It is natural to ask which techniques 
will be experimented with first, whether all of them will be tried, how 
long it takes Crusoe to settle down with one (if ever), and so on. The 
transparent interpretation follows from equating food output with a 
person's income or utility stream, farming techniques with jobs, and 
the suitability of those techniques to the island's geography with pro- 
ductivity differences of an individual across different jobs. 

T o  help fix ideas, some notation is introduced at this point. Denote 
by x,, the agent's return, which includes both pecuniary and non- 
pecuniary aspects, from working in the mth job at time t E T = (0, 1, 
2, . . .), chosen from the job set M. Suppose a return is not directly 
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observed unless the person actually works in the associated job, and 
furthermore it is the sum of three components: 

The first term on the right-hand side of (1) denotes a time-trended 
variable independent of the job and is observed regardless of where 
the individual works. It may be due to busirless cycle fluctuations, the 
effects of age, or general experience and formal education. The sec- 
ond term is a match parameter that is time invariant. The individual 
does not observe [, directly, but before acquiring any experience in 
the job he believes it to be normally distributed hT(y, ,  8 % ) .  If he had 
rational expectations, this distribution would describe the latent dis- 
tribution of talents in that job across the subpopulation of people with 
socioeconomic characteristics similar to his. The third term is never 
observed, but a, is known and E,, is an independent random variable 
drawn from the standard normal distribution iV(0, 1). The idea be- 
hind the second two terms on the right-hand side of (1) is that match 
quality cannot be ascertained exactly but must be guessed at by com- 
bining prior knowledge about matches of a similar type t\.ith the re- 
turns history from the current match. 

Suppose T,!,, measures the experience the worker has accumulated 
in the mth job by period t. In other words, letting dm be unity if the 
rnth job is chosen at time s and zero otherwise, 

1 - 1  

Tnct 2 dvu. 
5 =0 

Using this notation, the total amount of time spent in the mth job is 
T,,, which is called completed tenure and henceforth abbreviated to 
7,. 

Both the theoretical and empirical portions of this analysis cate- 
gorize jobs according to whether outsiders can perceive any differ- 
ences or not. Individuals evaluate jobs in the same category solely on 
match-specific grounds, whereas when assessing jobs belonging to 
different categories, both specific and general attributes are relevant. 
In this sense the model admits a precise definition of an occupation. 

DEFINITION1: Two jobs m and m '  belong to the same occupation n if 
and only if (y,, 6,,!,a,) = (y,,, fin,., u , ~ , ~ ) .For future reference define 
their common information factor a, = u~,,S,'. Also denote the set of 
jobs within the nth occupation by ( n ) .  

The definition implies that a person holds the same prior beliefs 
about the return stream he would receive if he worked in jobs belong- 
ing to the same occupation. Furthermore, the rate at which he learns 
about such matches is identical. 

Given the model's specification, beliefs about the mth match can be 
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characterized as a normal distribution N(y,,, where, following 
Zellner (1971), a Bayesian updating rule implies 

t - 1 

Observe from equations (2) that beliefs about a match change only 
with experience on the job. 

The agent's objective is to maximize expected returns from jobs 
over his lifetime by choosing a decision rule d, which maps available 
information into his preferred job choice at each point in time: 

d({ymt, 8rnt)mEIM) = 8mt}mE.%f),m~~,fdmt({~rnl, 

where for all ( m , t )  E M x T, dm,E (0, 1) and C,,EAbId,t = 1. T o  
summarize, the model is formally characterized by its valuation func- 
tion, 

where Et stands for expectations conditional on information {y,,, 
8mt)mE1L1available at time t E T, and P is the discount factor. 

111. Optimal Decision Making 

The characterization of the solution to this problem is based on fun- 
damental (but until recently neglected) work by Gittins and Jones 
(1974).' Their theorem on multi-armed-bandit processes implies for 
this application that each job is associated with an index depending on 
beliefs about its future returns, and that under certain conditions the 
optimal decision is to choose the job with the largest index. The op- 
timality of this simple rule is remarkable. In general, which job will be 
picked depends on the characteristics of all jobs. If there are 10 jobs, 
20 parameters must be kept track of (both the mean and the variance 
for match distributions being updated). The dynamic allocation index 
(DAI) strategy considerably simplifies the computation of the solution 
because each index depends on the two characteristics of the job 
associated with it alone. 

The definition below precisely specifies the index for this particular 
application. 

DEFINITION2: Denote by DAI,(y,,,,, 8,,L,) the dynamic allocation in- 

'See also Gittins (1979) for a review of work in the area. 
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dex for the mth job given beliefs (y,,, ti,,). It is the real-valued map- 

ping 

In other words, the index is the valuation function for the following 
(fictitious) problem: at time t , after netting out the general component 
I),, choose a stopping time 7 to maximize the expected return stream 
from remaining on the mth job E,[C:L: Pr-'(x,, - I),)] divided by 
the current value of receiving a unitary return over that phase 
E,(E;L; p r - I ) .  

Proposition 1 formally states how the indices are used in computing 
the optimal decision rule do.(All propositions are proved in App. A.) 

PROPOSITION1: Denoting do as the optimal decision rule for the 
problem described by equation (3), if di, = 1, then DAIk(ykt, akt) = 
~ ~ x , ~ , , ~ [ D A I , ( ~ , , ,a,,)]. Furthermore, any tie-breaking rule between 
the maxima is optimal. 

The properties of the solution are introduced by briefly charac- 
terizing a subcase that appears in the literature on optimal search. 
Setting a, = 0 for all m E IM and I), = 0 for all t E T specializes this 
framework to the normal variant of Weitzman's (1979) analysis of 
Pandora's problem. (If in addition (y,, 8,) = (y,,, 8,r) for all {m, m') 
M, a prototype search model of variety reviewed in Lippman and 
hlcCall [I9761 is generated.) Equation (1) becomes 

Definition 1 now implies that the index value of a sampled job is just 
its (constant) return. From proposition 1 a very simple career strategy 
emerges. At date zero rank the indices from highest to lowest and 
sample jobs, one per period, using this ordering, until the maximum 
return received in any previous period exceeds the highest-ranking 
index value among the remaining unsampled jobs; then work in the 
job associated with this maximal return forever. 

Deriving the index values for this specialization is relatively 
straightforward. Consider a (perhaps hypothetical) job whose match 
is drawn from a standard normal distribution 1V(O, 1). Call its index 
value D(0, p). (The significance of the zero will presently become 
apparent.) 

DEFINITION = 1).3: For u, 0 define D(0, P) = DAI,(O, 
For this specialization all job indices are a linear combination of 
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D ( 0 ,  p ) .  Each index is additive in the expected return y,  and another 
component 6,D(O, P),  the latter increasing proportionately with 6,. 

PROPOSITION2: If u ,  = 0 then DAI,(y,, 6,) = y ,  + 6,D(O, P). 
The characterization is completed by utilizing proposition 3 to com- 

pute D ( 0 ,  p )  numerically. (The top line of table B1 in App. B depicts 
the mapping D(O, P),  which is monotone increasing in P.) 

PROPOSITION the standard normal cumulative 3: Denote by @(E) 
distribution function and @ I ( € )  the associated density. Then for each 
p E ( 0 ,  1 )  the real number D ( 0 ,  p )  uniquely solves D(O, P )  = 

( 1  - PI].P@[D(O, P ) ] ) - ' P @ ' [ D ( ~ ,  
The two preceding paragraphs fully operationalize the index rule 

for a particular specialization. The remainder of this section analyzes 
its general properties and discusses the economic implications. An 
implication of proposition 1 is that a person choosing job m E ( n )will 
not later switch to another occupation n" # n at least until all jobs m' E 
( n )have been sampled. The reasoning is as follows: When the worker 
initially picks m E ( n ) ,if at that time the person has no experience in 
m' E ( n )either, from definition 1 the index values for m and m' are 
identical. Also, because the worker prefers m to every job m" E (n") ,by 
proposition 1 the index value for m" is less than the index value for m ,  
and thence m'. But from equations ( 2 )and definition 2 index values 
cannot change without specific experience. Therefore, appealing to 
proposition 1 again, m" will not optimally be chosen unless the index 
value for m' falls as a result of work experience (in m') .  

COROLLARY = d:,,,,,1: Let m E ( n )and m" E (n" )where n # nu. If dy,, 
= 1 for some 5 > t ,  then for all m' E ( n ) ,T,~,,> 0.  

Suppose, after acquiring experience in nl E ( n ) ,a new job m' E ( n )  
is sampled. The proposition also implies that the worker will not 
return to m until every job in ( n ) has been sampled. When m' is first 
picked, from definition 1 ,  the person is indifferent between m' and n" 
E ( n )if he has no experience in mu either: hence by proposition 1 the 
common index value for m' and m" exceeds the index value for m. 
Using the same argument applied to derive the first corollary, some 
experience in m" must be acquired before its index value could possi- 
bly fall below the index value for m. 

COROLLARY2: Suppose {m,  m' ,  m"} ( n ) .If d , ,  = d,,,,,= dm, = 1 for 
some t < s < r, then T,,,, > 0. 

Corollary 1 says that whenever a new occupation is entered, all jobs 
within it are sampled before any occupational shift occurs. From 
corollary 2 multiple spells within a job will not occur at least until 
some experience has been acquired in all jobs belonging to the same 
occupation. So if there are an infinite number of jobs in the first 
occupation a worker enters, all jobs he ever takes last one spell and 
belong to that occupation. For this specialization the model essentially 
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reduces to Jovanovic's (1979) framework; heterogeneity across the 
population becomes the sole reason for people to work in different 
occupations. 

COROLLARY3: Let n(#) denote the number of jobs belonging to 
occupation n. If m' E (n) ,  n ( # )  = x ,  and d,,to = 1, then 

min{.r,mldm= l , d m ( , + l ,= 01 m E  (n)  

m @ ( n ) .  

The  properties of the optimal decision rule d" can be further deter- 
mined by examining the properties of the mappings DAI,(y,,, s,,). In 
the present application, an index can be expressed more simply than 
in definition 2. Central to this simplification is the standard index 
D(&, PI. 

DEFINITIOX DAI,,(O, 1). 4: For all (a,, P) define D(u:~, 6) = 
Less formally, the standard index is the DAI for a job ~vhose match 

parameter 6 ,  is drawn from the standard normal distribution and 
whose return net of the general component (x,,, - 4,) is perturbed by 
a normal random variate E,,, with variance a:,,. Whether such a job 
actually exists is immaterial; the purpose of inventing the notation is 
to provide a reference point against which all indices are judged. 

PROPOSITION = + G,ntD(am + Tmt .  P).4: DAIrn(ynzt, 6,nO Y m t  

Intuitively, the index for any job m E LLI is just the sum of its 
expected return (net of the general component) plus a term 6,,,,D(a,,, 
+ T,~, p), which represents the value of the job as a source of informa- 
tion about itself. (Recall from definition l that a,, is the information 
factor.) Clearly the properties of DAI,(y,,,,, S, , , ) follobv from those of 
D(a, + T,,~,P), since given (y,,, S,,,), the former is just a linear trans- 
formation of the latter, and although D ( a ,  + T,,, P) does not admit a 
closed-form representation, it  can be computed numerically. 

Appendix B describes the algorithm for computing D(a,, P). It is 
based on the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION5: Let F denote the space of bounded continuous real 
valued functions taking their domain on the space ( - 30, x )  x (0, x). 

For all f E F define C, a mapping from F to itself, as 

There exists a unique function g(y, a) E F satisf~ing g(y, a) = 

C[g(y, a)]. Moreover, defining Ck( f )recursively as C [ C k  l (  f )I ,  for all 
f EF, ( I ~ k ( f )  - g ( l  S (1 - p)-'IICk(f) - Ck-l(f)ll .  Finally for all (a,P) 
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E (0, x )  x (0,  1) the standard index solves D(a, P) = (1 -
p)- 'a'"g[ -a- '"D(.> P), .I. 

Briefly, the function g(y, a) is approximated by recursively apply- 
ing C to the zero function. Since the final inequality uniformly bounds 
the approximation error, this method provides the means for com- 
puting g to an arbitrary degree of accuracy. The standard index D(a, 
6) is then solved for each (a,P) from the equation in g, using a fixed- 
point routine. 

Figure 1 illustrates the qualitative features obtained from a numeri- 
cal analysis of D(qn,  P) described in Appendix B (which also reports 
the results in table I3 1). In the top right quadrant, the standard index 
D ( a , ,p) is mapped as a function a, for a particular value of P. On the 
left side of the horizontal axis, the product S,,D(a, + T,,, P) is 
graphed, while the lower portion of the vertical axis is, from proposi- 
tion 4, D~41,(~,,, S,,!,). 

From an economist's perspective, six main results emerge. The cur- 
rent job yields two benefits: payoff from expected reward for the 
period and information about future returns within that particular 
job. Naturally, a person will opt for the job with the bigger expected 
reward if the value from the informational component is the same for 
the two alternatives. This first result is reflected in the third quadrant 
of figure 1. Raising y,, lowers the intercept on the q4 axis. 

Supposing expected current returns are equal, he rvould choose the 
job that provides the most valuable information. Information value is 
embodied within the term S,,D(a,, + T,,, P). It depends on three 
factors: what is already known, given by the precision s,,', the rate of 
acquisition measured by a,,and preferences over time P. The better 
one's initial information about suitability and hence the lower 6,, the 
less one is prepared to forgo in order to find out more about the job. 
Its attraction as a source of knowledge accordingly declines with 
tighter priors. This is the second result. In the diagram, raising S,n 
would reduce both the slope of' the line in the top left quadrant and 
also a ,  (from def. l ) ,  the latter effect causing D(a,, P) to increase. 
Hence the product S,D(a,, P) would increase too. 

Furthermore, greater variability in the payoff sequence itself re- 
tards learning about the underlying process; that is, prior beliefs are 
not affected as much by any given amount of on-the-job experience 
when the latter is an unreliable guide for measuring competence in an 
occupation. That the informational component is therefore less valu- 
able constitutes a third result. Diagrammatically, if u, increases, a,n 
increases and D(a,,, p) falls. 

Fourth, specific experience T,, reduces D(a, + T,~, ,P) at a decreas- 
ing rate. Also, from equation ( 2 ) ,S,,, is decreasing in T,,~,. Accordingly, 
the ray from the origin in the top left quadrant swivels clockwise as T,, 
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q2 

q, ~.,,D(U;,B) B,+D th,+r,~) a, am+T q I 

Ym 

ym+8,,,+D(am+T,B) 

yrn+8,D(c1,,B) 

q4=y+q3 

q4 
FIG. 1.-The dynamic allocation index 

increases. Consequently the product 6,,D(a, + T,,, P) falls. Thus the 
value of additional information declines as it is acquired. 

In addition, matches about which a precise estimate can be ascer- 
tained more quickly lose their attractiveness as an information source 
sooner. To  see this point consider the limiting case when a single- 
period tryout perfectly reveals match quality, that is, when a, = 0. 
With reference to the top left quadrant, as a, approaches zero, (ti,* + 
a,*)lm approaches infinity, so using (2) the ray from the origin 9 2  = 

tjrnl q 3  becomes vertical, folding into the q2 axis and making the index 
value DAI, l(y, 0) equal to the true match parameter Em. Obviously, 
this would not occur if a, > 0. 

Finally, people who discount future payoffs more value informa- 
tion less. Intuitively, this result follows directly from the fact that 
information about a job match is a form of human capital. In the 
diagram, decreasing P reduces the standard index D(a,, P) for all a,. 

These findings yield predictions about life-cycle behavior and the 
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composition of labor markets. A theory of equalizing differences 
would imply that jobs with high informational benefits pay less on 
average in equilibrium. They attract the inexperienced who relatively 
quickly discover their personal match. Workers who have passed 
through the experimentation stage will not be found in such jobs 
unless their match is uncommonly good. Jobs yielding a great deal of 
information about matches therefore tend to be filled mainly by a 
transient inexperienced pdpulation, a cross-sectional average of 
whom earn modest returns, plus a much smaller number of experi- 
enced, very successful, permanent workers. The performing arts sec- 
tor probably fits into this category. 

On the other hand, jobs with fewer informational benefits tend to 
exhibit less turnover, higher-than-average returns to entrants, and a 
greater concentration of incomes about the mean. 

A young worker is therefore more likely to quit his job for two 
reasons. First, there is a lower probability that within a particular 
occupation his match will be superior. Typically an older worker has 
had more time to find one. Second, a greater percentage of the young 
are found in occupations where high turnover is endemic. Because 
they are less self-aware than older people, young people are more 
willing to experiment in activities that increase their self-awareness. 

Ever since Adam Smith observed the attraction to jouth of some 
occupations yielding risky returns, he and others following him have 
explained the phenomenon in terms of a taste for the uncertain, 
overoptimistic expectations about ability, or status." This section has 
demonstrated what types of uncertainty attract the inexperienced, 
explaining their attraction in terms of demand for information, with- 
out recourse to tastes or irrational expectations. 

IV. Job Turnover 

Roughly speaking, job turnover is attributable to occupational sources 
and match-specific factors. Since both considerations determine the 
ranking of index values, the probability of choosing a certain job at 
some future time potentially depends on current beliefs about all the 
jobs. Therefore, a complete characterization of equilibrium turnover 

"'The contempt of risk and the presumptuous hope of success, are in no period of 
life more active than at the age at which young people chuse their professions" (Smith 
1937, p. 109). In a similar vein, Marshall (1948) writes, "if an occupation offers a few 
extremely high prices, its attractiveness is increased out of all proportion to their 
aggregate value. For this there are two reasons. The  first is that young men of an 
adventurous disposition are more attracted by the prospects of a great success than they 
are deterred by the fear of failure; and the second is that the social rank of an occupa- 
tion depends more on the highest dignity and the best position which can be attained 
through it than on the average good fortune of those engaged in it" (1948, p. 554). 
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rates presents one with a formidable task, requiring the numerical 
computation of sequences of multiple integrations over the belief 
space {y,,, S,,)7n,2\1. Nevertheless some progress can be made at mod- 
erate cost. 

Considering job m E ( r ~ )held at time t E T, suppose there exists 
another one belonging to the same occupation m' E (n)  in which the 
person has no experience. That is, T,,, = 0. By corollary 2 the ?nth 
match has not previously been interrupted: at time t the worker is still 
in his first spell. By corollary 1 if and when he quits, he will switch to a 
new job in (the same) occupation n. This section analyzes the discrete 
hazard function associated with such transfers. They are especially 
significant when n(#)  = x .  For appealing to corollary 3, the nlth 
match lasts only one spell, and hence in that case the discrete hazard 
for the first spell is identically the hazard for the job match. 

DEFINITION6: hm, 'P{ymt + 6n,tD(am + ~mt,P) < ~ r n+ 6rnD(am, PI/ 
Tm1 = 7). 

Let m E (n).  The statement T,, = T implies from proposition 1 that, 
if T,,, = 0 for some m' E (n) , given optimization, the inequality y,, + 
S,D(a, + T,, P) 2 y ,  + S,D(a,, P) holds for all T,,, < T,,. The fact 
that at time t this inequality is reversed implies that it is no longer 
optimal to choose m over m'.  

When u, = 0, match quality is perfectly revealed after one period's 
experience; hence DAI,(y, ', 67n1)= DAI,(y, 0) = c,,. Noting that 
beliefs above 5, are initially normally distributed N(y,,, 6:n), proposi-
tion 2 and definition 6 imply, for this specialization, 

Furthermore, since no information is acquired after working more 
than one period, h,, = 0 for all T > 1. 

To  derive the discrete hazard for cases uhere match quality is only 
imperfectly revealed by leturns, the probability distribution T,,,(p) of 
the transformed means (y,, - y,)u, ' is required. 

DEFINITION7 :  *,,(p) 'P{')',, < Y7, + PUrIL1Tmt= 7). 
The hazard h,, and the distribution *,,,(p) may be recursively com- 

puted for successive values of T E T. First the distribution TInl(p)is 
found by updating the prior transformed mean (of zero) with a real- 
ization from the standard normal distribution @(€). If the trans- 
formed posterior mean lies below the critical value [a,;"LD(a,, p) -
(a, + 1)-IhD(a, + 1, P)] the spell ends. Hence the proportion of 
spells ending after one period's experience h,, 1 is T,, I [a,; '"D (a,, P) -
(a, + 1)-'+D(a, + 1, P ) ]  The probability distribution (1 -
hml)- '[Tn', l(p)- h,,] now forms the distribution of prior means for 
beliefs about remaining, uncompleted spells with one period's tenure. 
The procedure outlined above is repeated to find T,,,2(p),and so on. 
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PROPOSITIOK x > 0, then 6: For all (m ,  7) E M T, if (T, 

h,, = +,,[a; '&D(cY,~,- + T ,  p)]p) (a, + T ) - ' ~ D ( ~ ,  

4 ~ 7 nI(P) = @[~ak(am+ 1)"'l 

x (a, + T + l ) '*]d@(~)- h,, I. 
Appendix C describes how the sequence {h,n,}:=l was computed 

over a grid (a,, P) lying in the space [0.1, 1'7.11 x [O. 1, 0.951 from 
values obtained for the standard index D(a,, p) and reports the re- 
sults. For any (a,, p) coordinate pair the sequence declines monotoni- 
cally and has a long tail for reasons explained in the Introduction. 
Three further results are depicted in table C 1. 

First, the more future payoffs are discounted, the lower the hazard, 
because the value of finding a superiorjob match is diminished. Thus, 
lower values of p uniformly shift the hazard down. 

Second, increasing the information factor a,?, lowers the hazard. 
Recall from definition 1 that am3 u ~ s ; ~ .Therefore if the quality of 
job matches is difficult to forecast without specific experience (mean- 
ing 6, is high) or can be determined quite accurately from just a small 
amount of working experience (which occurs when a,, is low), turn- 
over is higher. 

Third, over 50 percent separate with tenure of 1 period. 
COROLLARY4: hml = @{[D(am,P) - D(a, + 1, p)]a:;(a,, + 1)''2}> '12. 

The economic intuition behind this corollary is also straightfor- 
ward. By definition 1 an agent is indifferent between two untried jobs 
belonging to the same occupation. After one is taken, its value as an 
information source declines after a period's experience, when a piece 
of information about match quality is received. In addition (given 
rational expectations), the normally distributed information received 
is unfavorable half the time. So the job's index value is more likely to 
fall than rise. When this happens, the agent completes the match next 
time he chooses the occupation. 

V. Data 

When any theory is confronted with data, questions about how to 
calibrate its primitives immediately arise. Here, three theoretical con- 
cepts have empirical counterparts in the data, namely jobs, occupa- 
tions, and returns. 

The only type of learning admitted by the model is about job 
matches. Ideally an empirical application should therefore view jobs 
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in terms of those activities where the most task-specific learning takes 
place. This point is best made by example. Given the discipline musi- 
cal scores impose on concert renditions, a violinist's most important 
match is neither to his orchestra nor to his conductor, but to his 
instrument. Therefore, treating successive orchestras or conductors 
as separate job matches would yield poorer empirical results than if 
the position of violinist itself were regarded as one job match. Need- 
less to say, the detail required to make such an approach operational 
is not typically available, and the crude employment categories 
utilized in this study severely limit the inferences one can make. 

Two interpretations compatible with the model are that the return 
x,, represents the utility a person gets in period t from working in job 
m after purchasing consumption goods with his pecuniary income, or 
a monetary return plus a value of on-the-job amenities implicitly pur- 
chased. The first interpretation is valid if financial markets are closed 
to agents, while the second applies if the supply of credit is perfectly 
elastic. Much applied work measures returns with wages, but their 
link to both interpretations is somewhat tenuous. First, the non-
pecuniary aspects of a job, an important consideration in a matching 
context, are ignored. Second, if financial markets are open, as 
Jovanovic (1979) notes, the wage contract is nonunique, so wages do 
not necessarily correspond to realized output. For these reasons wage 
data were not used; this also means the econometric results are com- 
patible with either theoretical interpretation mentioned above. 

The Coleman-Rossi data set was used to quantify the theory and 
assess its empirical significance. A detailed summary of the data, pre- 
viously used by Bartel (1979) in her work on migration, has been 
provided by Ornstein (1976). Very briefly, information was gathered 
in the winter of 1969 through one interview with each of 822 white 
and 767 nonwhite men. Among other things, these men were ques- 
tioned extensively about their entire work history, education, and 
family background. Appendix D describes the criteria met by the 467 
white men making up the sample used in this study. 

Table 1 illustrates tenure in and turnover between spells by em- 
ployment group and education level. Here tenure is measured bien- 
nially.' The number of people belonging to the sample who were 
working in each group when the survey was taken is recorded in 
column 1. Columns 2-4 successively measure the number of people 
at different tenure levels in their spell by employment group and 
educational attainment as a percentage of the corresponding total in 

* Ideally the period length (which determines the arrival rate of new information) 
should be sim~~ltaneously estimated along with the other parameters of interest, but this 
extension remains a topic for future research. 
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TABLE 1 

CURRENTPos1.1.10~ PASTSPEI.LS 

Percentage with Empirical 
Tenure of Hazard 

Number 3 2 2 3  2 4  Number 1 2 3 

Employment: 
Professional 
Farm owner 
Manager 
Clerk 
Salesman 
Craftsman 
Operative 
Serviceman 
Farm laborer 
Nonfarm laborer 

Education: 
Grade school 
High school 
College 

column 1. For example, of the 67 professionals intervie~j~ed, 76 per-
cent had current tenure of at least 2 biennial periods (4 years) in 1969. 
Column 5 is the number of previous, or completed, spells held by the 
sample population, while the last three columns, the empirical 
hazards, categorize them by spell length. They sho\v the number of 
quits at specified tenure levels as a percentage of past spells lasting at 
least as long. Thus 58 percent of previous spells involving a high 
school graduate and lasting at least 2 periods ended after 2 periods. 

Some indication of the underlying characteristics of employment 
groups is given by these empirical hazards. If there were only a single 
occupation in an economy populated by identical agents, the corre- 
sponding percentages would be roughly coincidental. However, even 
at this highly aggregated level, there are noticeable divergences. 

The apparent differences in table 1 between empirical hazard rates 
across employment categories could result from the existence of sev- 
eral occupations associated with those groupings. Alternatively, such 
differences might be wholly attributable to a heterogeneous popula- 
tion. Under the latter hypothesis, job turnover rates depend on 
lifetime socioeconomic characteristics, for which employment groups 
serve as a proxy. One interesting specialization of this hypothesis is 
that people with common socioeconomic characteristics belong to the 
same employment group. If true, no switching between employment 
groups would occur. A matrix of relative frequencies depicting transi- 
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Professional 
(183) 6 7 1 1 1 4 4 5 5 1 0 1 

Farm owner 
(44) 0 2 5  2 2 2 9 3 9  2 1 4  3 

Manager 
(1 28) 11 2 3 9  4 2 0 1 0  9 1 1 3 

Clerk 
(175) 10 0 14 33 7 11 I5  2 0 5 

Salesman 
(138) 1 1 2 7 6 3 0 9 1 7 0 3 

Craftsman 
(379) 5 0 7 6 5 4 8 1 8 2 2 7 

Operative 
(553) 4 3 3 6 4 1 9 3 8  3 4 1 4  

Farrn laborer 
(144) 2 8 1 1 2 8 2 8 2 3 1 1 6 

Nonfarni laborel 
(281) 1 2 2 8 2 18  40 :3 1 2 2  

tions between employment groups was accordingly constructed from 
the job changes indicated by the data. In cell (i , j )  of table 2 (where i 
designates the row a n d j  the column) is the percentage of completed 
spells belonging to the ith employment category that were followed by 
a spell in the jth. On dividing the matrix elements by 100, the speciali- 
zation above yields an identity matrix, bvhich is plainly rejected by 
table 2. 

A third summary measure of the data is the spell count per job. If 
there were only one occupation and if jobs (as recorded by the data) 
were synonymous with matches, from corollary 3 multiple spells 
would never be observed. However, table 3 exhibits the contrary. 

Notwithstanding the highly aggregated form of the data, these 
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TABLE 3 


SPELLSNOTINVOLVINGNEUJOBS (by Employment Group) 


Farm Fa1111 Konfdrm 
Profr,slondl Owner Manager Clerk Salesn~an Craftsman Opcrari\r Ser\~cerrlan L.ahorer Laborel 

10 1 2 8 3 4 13 19 1 1 18 

diagnostics provide weak, informal evidence against the hypothesis of 
a one-occupation economy (as given in def. 1). The empirical hazards 
differ markedly across the various categories, people do switch 
groups, and nlultiple spells within jobs occur. 

Several caveats are, however, in order. Although half the spells 
recorded as completed end within a single (2-year) period and the 
empirical hazard for completed matches declines, the relative fre- 
quencies are not directly conlparable with data in Appendix C, be-
cause the former are computed from censored data. kloreover, the 
top portion of table 1 makes no allowance for population hetero- 
geneity. For this reason the probability transition matrix has limited 
value too: it is hardly surprising that the specialization is not 
confirmed by the data, given its unreasorlable premises. Finally, the 
assumption implicit in table 3 that positions are synonymous with 
matches may be questioned; returning to a position previously held 
can entail another boss, more modern machinery, andlor different 
duties. In such cases it might be reasonable to presume a new match is 
beginning. 

VI. Econometrics 

The pitfalls of interpreting data in such an unstructured way under- 
score the value of proceeding more formally. In this latter respect, the 
aim here is twofold. First, the structural parameters for a one-
occupation model are estimated by exploiting the economic and nu- 
merical analyses already undertaken. In contrast to the empirical 
hazards depicted in table 1, the hazards estimated below control for 
both observed and unobserved heterogeneity. hloreover, they are not 
subject to censoring bias. Second, likelihood ratio tests are conducted 
to determine the significance of heterogeneity and also whether in- 
corporating employment group dummies increases the explanatory 
power of the model; under the null hypothesis of one occupation the 
collective contribution of the employment dummies would be in- 
significant. 

The discrete hazards, as given by definition 6, form the basis of the 
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likelihood function L. Let p,(a, P )  denote the unconditional probabil- 
ity of a person with discount factor p working T periods in a new job 
with information factor a before switching to another new job in the 
same occupation. That is, 

pTca. - hT(.. P )  
T -n1 

- hs(a.P ) l .  
c =  1 

Then the joint probability of spell duration times observed across the 
sample is 

There are J workers, and associated with the j th person are ( 1 )job 
spells; in the one-occupation model each spell z E ( 1 )corresponds to a 
different match. Denote by s ( z ) the information contained in the data 
set about the duration of the spell associated with the zth observation. 
For the zth obser~ation, the econometrician might observe a spell 
ending at tenure T ;  then s ( z )  = T. So far as the current spell is con- 
cerned, the econometrician observes it lasting T periods or more; in 
this case s(z) = {T, T + 1, . . .}. 

Assuming momentarily that the parameters (a,,P I )  are either ( a l , ,  
P 1  or (a21,P 2 ] ) , for some A E (0.6, 0.7, 0.8,  0.9, 1.0},the probability 
of the event s ( z )  is &EJ(2)[PT(alz,P I I ) A  + PT(a2z)P 2 , ) ( 1  - Condi-
tional on {al,,  azl ,  P I J ,  P2J}IEJ,the maximum likelihood estimate for A 
can be obtained from L. This approach explicitly recognizes that cer- 
tain variables re le~ant  in determining match quality, like physical 
stamina, emotional makeup, and work environment, are measured by 
the data only poorly, if at all. Their joint effect is modeled here as a 
Bernoulli distribution. So with probability A the zth spell falls into the 
first unobserved state, and with probability (1 - A )  into the ~ e c o n d . ~  

Naturally, the set {a l , ,  ap,, P , ] ,  P 2 J ) 2 E ( J )is not observed for any z E 
( j ) ,although vectors of dummy variables z, and zJ describing the socio- 
economic characteristics of each spell and each person are observed. 
Accordingly, the information and discount factors are assumed to be 
linear mappings of these observed characteristics: 

"his form of unobserved heterogeneity has a mover-stayer interpretation. Alterna- 
tively it may be viewed as an approximation to the nonparametric methods proposed by 
Heckman and Singer (1982, 1984). Given the dimension of the parameter space and 
the model's structure, a two-point distribution with interactions was found reasonable 
for the sample size under consideration. 
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TABLE 4 

~ ~ A X I M U MLIKELIHOODESTIMATES ONE-OCCUPATIONFOR A ECONOMY 

-Grade school 3.1 16.1 .95 .95 . I  

High school 3.1 15.1 .95 .95 .9 
College 16.1 16.1 .95 .95 . . . 

Substituting (5)into L, maximum likelihood estimates for a , ,  as, b l , bp ,  
and A are found by evaluating the likelihood at all points belonging to 
the discrete parameter space depicted in table C 1. 

VII. Empirical Findings 

Table 4 presents the maximum likelihood estimates for a one-
occupation economy. Job matches are classified according to the edu- 
cational attainment of the worker involved, and unobserved hetero- 
geneity is modeled as a binary random variable. Two findings are 
noteworthy. 

First, the effect of education is nonmonotone. After margining out 
the unobserved heterogeneity, the maximum likelihood estimates of 
the information factor are 7, 4, and 16 for the respective educational 
groups. This result is not surprising. Higher educational attainment is 
conceivably associated with faster learning about match quality, 
greater opportunities for specialization, and more informed career 
choices. On the other hand, general education may help compensate 
for low aptitude in deciphering match quality. These effects respec- 
tively lower a,raise 6, lower 6, and raise a,rendering the net effect on 
a ambiguous. 

Second, the estimates of the discount factor, uniformly high and 
furthermore equal to the upper bound of the grid, may indicate a 
misspecification. Because the theory allows only for job severances 
due to poor matching, turnover attributable to other causes probably 
induces upward bias in the estimated hazards (which are determined 
from table C1 using the estimates of table 4). Since the hazard is 
increasing in the discount factor, such upward bias might be responsi- 
ble for the unrealistically high estimates of P obtained. 

To  gauge the importance of education and the viability of the as- 
sumption that people never switch occupations, seven other variations 
on the basic framework were run. Four permutations of the model 
are generated by successively omitting and including education and1 
or unobserved heterogeneity. In addition, the information factor was 
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TABLE 5 


CONTROLLING (X20i(q), LRTS) 
FOR EDUCA.I.ION 

UNOBSERVEDHE.TEROCENEITY 

EMPLOYMENT No Yes 

No 
Yes 

TABLE 6 

CO\TROLLINL EMPLOIMENT LRTS)FOR GROLP ( x $ > ( ~ ) ,  

EDUCATION NO Yes 

No 
Yes 

allowed to depend on the employment group in four of the eight 
variations. 

Table 5 depicts the results of likelihood ratio tests that examine the 
significance of education. The data support the view that educational 
attainment is associated with different beliefs and learning speeds, 
generating systematic differences in turnover behavior. The second 
entry in each cell LRTS (likelihood ratio test statistic) is minus twice 
the log likelihood ratio, while the first is the corresponding boundary 
for a .05 size test calculated from a X 2  distribution adjusted for the 
appropriate degrees of freedom, q. Regardless of >vhether unob- 
served heterogeneity is accounted for or whether employment dum- 
mies are included, the null hypothesis of no effect is (asymptoticallv) 
rejected." 

Perhaps the main finding in this section is that employment group 
dummies have an impact. Table 6 shows that, regardless of whether 
unobserved heterogeneity and educational differences are incorpo- 
rated, the null hypothesis-that the information factor does not de- 
pend on the employment category of the match-is rejected. Since 
individuals are mobile between employment categories (as seen from 
table 2),  explaining this dependence in terms of unobserved 

It  ]nay also be worth mentioning that when unobserved heterogeneit) is introduced 
in the presence of schooling and employment group dummies the impro\~ement in the 
maximum value of the log likelihood is negligible ( f ro~n  -2,202 to -2,201). 
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heterogeneity, while a logical possibility, seems implausible. More rea- 
sonable is the conclusion that the employment categories, rough as 
they are, actually indicate something about the nature of the work 
involved and that the characteristics of matches (or, more generally, 
job-specific capital) differ across these categories. Given this conclu- 
sion, it follows that rational individuals will consider the sorts of issues 
analyzed by the theory above as they move through their working 
lives. 

VIII. Conclusion 

This paper extends the matching literature by formally incorporating 
the notion that people try out several jobs, perhaps from different 
occupations, depending on how things go. It exposits the optimal 
decision rule, showing which jobs should be sampled first and for how 
long. Then the turnover rate is derived numerically for an economy 
where, after controlling for socioeconomic traits, all differences be- 
tween jobs are attributable to match-specific considerations. The pa- 
rameters of such an economy are estimated using panel data, and the 
hypothesis that people do not switch occupations is rejected. The 
empirical findings bolster the theoretical portion of the paper. It ar- 
gues that since the value of specific experience varies across job types, 
optimizing behavior induces a stochastic career profile: jobs yielding 
returns that are subject to a particular form of uncertainty are experi- 
mented with first. T o  the casual social commentator, these jobs seem 
underpaid, and the young, inexperienced workers engaged in them 
look gullible or foolhardy; but in point of fact, this may be far from 
the truth. 

Appendix A 

This appendix proves the propositions stated in the text. In proving them, 
frequent use is made of the following lemma. 

LEMMA1: For all rn E M 

PROOF:From definition 2 ,  
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(subtracting DAI,(ym,, 6,nt) from both sides) 

(multiplying through by [E, Z:=, Pr-'1) 

since (1 - ~ ) - ' ( 1- PT-'+ ') = C:=t Pr-'. The proof is completed upon 
multiplying through by (1 - P) and adding DAI,(y,,, 6,J to both sides. 

PROPOSITION1: Denoting do as the optimal decision rule for the problem 
described by equation (3), if d i t  = 1, then 

Furthermore, any tie-breaking rule between the maxima is optimal. 
PROOFOF PROPOSITION 1: Appealing to lemma 1 and noting that the general 

component +, is received regardless of which job rn EM is chosen, theorem 2 
of Gittins and Jones (1974) applies directly. 

PROPOSITION = = y, + 6,,D(O, P). 2: If u, 0, then DAIm(y,,, 6,) 

PROPOSITION
3: Denote by @(E) the standard normal cumulative distribu- 

tion function. Then for each P E (0, 1) the real number D(0, P) uniquely 
solves D(0, P) = {l - P@[D(O, P)]}- 'P@'[D(O, P)]. 

PROOFOF PROPOSITIONS 2 AND 3: From lemma 1, 

Supposing urn = 0, after one period's experience, the match parameter 5, is 
perfectly revealed. Therefore if 5, 2 DAI,(y,, 6,), setting T = x is optimal. 
Otherwise T = 0 is optimal. Hence 

Let @(E) denote the standard normal distribution function. Noting that beliefs 
about 5 ,  are initially distributed N(y , ,  6;): 

DAInt(ym, 6,) = (1 - Ply, + PEo{max[y, + 6 , ~ ~DAI(?/,, 6rn)II 

[ Dd41(~n. am) - ym
= y, + S,PEo ( max E, 

6, 

Let x = 6, '[DAIrn(y,, 6,) - y,], subtract y, from both sides of the equation, 
and then divide through by 6, to obtain the recursion 
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x = x)]PEo[ma;L(~, 

= p[x@(x) + r r ~ ( . ) d . ]  

= P[x@(x) + @'(.)I. 
For each p E (0, 1) consider solutions to the equation above in x. From the 
definition of x, G~ ' [DAI, (~ , ,  6 , )  - y,] solves the recursion for all P E (0, 1). 
Setting (y,, 6,) = (0, l ) ,  proposition 3 is established on rearranging terms. 
Also, d(LHS)ldx = 1; d(RHS)ldx = P@(x)< 1. Hence D(0, P) is the unique 
solution to the equation above, implying D(O, P) = 6,)6, ' [ D A I , ~ ( ~ , , ,  - y,,], 
which, on rearrangement, yields proposition 2. 

PROPOSITION ?in,,) y , (  + 6,ntD(a,+ T,",, P).4: DAI,,(y,,, = 
PROOFOF PROPOSITION 4: If a, = 0, the proof to propositions 2 and 3 

applies. Accordingly, suppose a, > 0. From definition 2, 

(adding and subtracting Y,~ , )  

(multiplying and dividing the bracketed expression by 6,,,). But from equa- 
tions (1) and (2) in the text, 6,;,'(x,, - +, - y,,,) = 6,,'(5,, - y,,,)
+ (a, + T,,)"%,,. As of tinie t ,  beliefs about the match parameter 5,, are 
normally distributed 'Z'(y,,, 6EL,); this implies that beliefs about 6iI1(5,,, - y,,,,) 
are normally distributed iV(0, 1).  Appealing to definition 4, 

Substituting the left-hand side of this equation into the expression derived for 
DAI,(y,,, 6,,) above, one obtains the result for a ,  > 0. 

PROPOSITION5 : Let F denote the space of bounded continuous real-valued 
functions taking their domain on the space (-x,m) x (0, x). For all f E F 
define C, a mapping from F to itself, as 
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C[j'iy, a)]  = P max(0. (1 - P){Y + ([a(&+ l)I-"l 
- 3; 

There exists a unique function g(y,  a) E F satisfying g(y, a) = C[g(y, a)] .  
Moreover, defining Ck( f ) recursively as C [ C k  I (  f )], for all f E F, lick(f)- gll 
S (1 - P ) - l I I ~ k ( f )- Ck-l(f)ii.  Finally, for all ( a ,  6) E (0,x) x (0, l ) ,  D(a ,  P) 
- (1 p)-1a I/>g[-a-1"2D(a, P), a]. 

PROOFOF PROPOSITION 5 : Note that F is complete and therefore, by Black- 
well's (1965) sufficiency conditions, C is a contraction. Hence the contractio~l 
mapping theorem applies, sin~ultaneously establishing the existence of a 
unique fixed point g(y,  a) and the inequality stated in the proposition (see 
Smart [1974] for details). 

Now suppose o, = 1, which implies 6,, = a, Then,  for all y E ( -2, x ) ,  

define 

g~(y, , ,a,,,)- PEo max[O, 1.'(0, Y,,,I, a ,  + 1)l. 

One can establish g(y, a) = gI(y ,  a ) .  T o  prove this claim, observe that 

~ [ g d y . .  a,.,)] = P max(0. (1 - P){Y + €[arn(&,+ 1)1 - ' ? )  
- r 

+ glIyn, + e[a, , (a ,  + l ) l r l ' >  a,,, + l J ) d @ ( ~ )  

(from the definition of C) 

(using eq. [2]) 

= PEo ( 1  - P)Y,,!I 

+ PEL nlax[0, 1.'(0, y , , ~  a,, + 2)Il 

(from the definition of g l )  

= PEo ~nax[O, Cr(O, y,,, 1 ,  a , ,  + 1)I 
(appealing to Bellman's [I9571 principle of optimality) 

Thus g l  is a fixed point for C on F. So from the uniqueness of g,  the claimed 
identity between g l  and g follous immediately. Hence, appeali~lg to Bellman's 
principle once more, C'(0, y,, a,,) = ( 1  P)y,, + g ( ~ , ~ ,  = 1,- a,,,). Also, since a,, 
the definition of V(y,  y,,, a,,) implies by lemma 1 that 

the second line following from proposition 4. Setting y,,, = -a,;"~(a,,,  P), 
then, 
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= - ( I  - P)a , lh~(am,P) + g[-a, 
- I  

'D(a,", p), a,,]. 


PROPOSITION6: For all ( m ,  T) E M x T 


h,, = $,T[a, 'h~(am,P) - (am+ T)-"D(~,,,+ 7, PI1 

$,,, 1(p) = @[pa%,, + 1)1'21 


PROOFOF PROPOSITION 6: From definition 6, 

(noting from [2] that if T,,, = T then Sm, = u,[a,, + TI-"') 
= P{y,,, < y,, + u , , [ a i l ' ~ ( a , ~ ,  - (a, + r)-"D(a,, + 7, P)l/~,,t 71P) = 

(subtracting u,[a, + ~l-"D[a,, + T,  P] from both sides of the inequalit)) 

= $,,[ai"~(a, ,  P) - (a, + 7)-l4D(a, + 7, P)I 
(from def. 7). This proves the first equality in proposition 6. Also from 
definition 7, 

$ r n ~ ( ~ )= P{~ml< ~ r n+ ~unil~nit= 1) 

= PIymi < ym + p~mI7m1= 11 

(since from eq. [ I ]  net returns [x,,,, - dJ,] are identically and independently 
distributed over time) 

(from eq. [2]) 

(multiplying the numerator and denominator of the left-hand side by a,' and 
noting a, = S ~ ' U ~ ~ )  

(subtracting y ,  from both sides of the inequality and then rnultiplyi~lg 
throughby u i l [ l  + But from ( l ) , u i l ( x m ~  - $1 - y,,) = UP, 

- 1 (en,- y,,,) + 
E,~. Beliefs about the first expression on the right-hand side form the distri- 
bution N(0, a, I ) ,  while the second is independently distributed lY(0, 1) .  
Hence beliefs about the left-hand side are distributed ,V(0, 1 + a,'). There-
fore, supposing E is a standard normal random variate, 

*,,zl = P { ~ i ' ( . ~ ? , , l$1 - Y,,,)< ~ ( 1- + at,,)} 

= P{(1 + IX,')"~E < p(1 + a,,)} 
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This proves the second equality in propctsition 6 .  Finally if dm,= 1 for all t 7 ,  
then from (2) 

Yrn(~+l) 	= [(am + 7)yrn, + ( x m T  - $,)](am + 7 + I ) - '  

= ( a ,  + 7 ) ( a ,  + 7 + l ) - ' y , ,  + ( a ,  + 7 + 1)-'(x,,  - $,) 

= ( a ,  + 7) (am+ 7 + 1 ) - I Y m T  + ( a ,  + 7 + I ) - ' ( ( ,  + urnem,). 

Since beliefs about (, are distributed N ( y m T ,~ $ 4  =when t,, 7 ,  and em, is 
distributed N ( 0 ,  l ) ,  5, + urnem,= y,, + (6:, + um)lme,where r is distributed 
N ( 0 ,  1 ) .  Hence 

Yrn(~+l) 	= ( a ,  + 7 ) ( a ,  + 7 + 1) - ' yrnT+ ( a ,  + 7 + l ) - ' [ Y m T+ (6$, + U : ) ' ~ E ]  

= y,, + ( a ,  + 7 + 1) - l (8$ ,  + u:,)"% 

= ym7 + u m ( a m+ 7 + 1)-Ih(a, + 7)-Ihe, 

since ( a ,  + 7 )  = 8,:~: if 7,,, = 7.  Appealing to definition 7 and substituting 
for Yrn(i+1 1 ,  

$ r n ( T +  I ) ( P )  = P{yrn(r+1) < yrn + 1 )  = 7 +u m p I ~ r n i T +  1 )  

= P{y,, < y, + u,[p - ( a ,  + 7 + 1 ) - l h  

x ( a ,  + 7)-"%]17,, = 7 ,  d;, = 1 ) .  

Using definition 6 ,  observe that 

P{dk,  = 117,, = 7 )  = 1 - P{d& = O~T,, = 7 )  

= 1 - P{ym, + 6,,D(arn + 7 ,  P) < y, 

+ smD(am7 P ) I 7 r n T  = 71 

= 1 - h,,. 

Combining the last equation with the expression obtained for $,(,+ ,)(p),one 
obtains 

( 1  - hrnT)$miT+I ) ( P )  

= P{ymT< ym + um[p- ( a ,  + 7 + l ) - l h ( a m+ ~ ) - l ~ e ] 1 ~ , ,  

= 7 , d;, = l ) P { d k ,  = l ) ~ , ,  = 7 )  

= P{y,, < y, + u,[p - ( a ,  + 7 + 1)-lm(am+ 7)-lAe], d;, = IT,, = 7 )  

= P{8rnD(arn,P )  - 6rn,D(arn + 7 ,  P )  < (ym, - ym) 

< u,[p - ( a ,  + 7 + 1 ) - lA(am+ ~ ) - l ~ e ] ) ~ , ,7 )= 

(applying the DAI rule, given there exists a newjob in the same occupation as 
m) 


= P{(y,, - y,) < u,[p - ( a ,  + 7 + 1)-lh(am + ~)- '~e]17 , ,= T )  

- P{GmD(am,P )  - 8,,D(a, + 7 ,  P )  < yrn, - ymI7rnT = 7 )  

= P{y,, < 7, + ~ , [ p  - ( a ,  + 7 + 1 ) - " ( ~ 1 ,  + T ) - ~ E ] ~ T , ,  = 7 )  - h,, 

(using def. 6 )  
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= T,€Id@(€)- h , ,  

+,,,[p - (a, + 7 + 1)-''(a, + T)-"E]~@(E)- hnlT. 
= 

The last line follows from definition 7. Dividing through by ( 1  - h , , )  the 
third equation in proposition 6 is obtained, thus completing the proof. 

Appendix B 

The procedure below describes how to compute the standard index. Then 
the properties of the resulting approximation are discussed. 

i) Given (a,,Pk)E [O, X] X (0, l ) ,  recursively define the functions fh(y, a, -
h), which map [-a,a )  into itself, as follows. First, Jo(y, 5)= 0. Second, 
fh+  a] - h - 1) is the cubic spline that knots together a finite number of 
coordinate pairs [yi, fh+l ( ~ , ,5 - h - I)], the abscissa y, being drawn from a 
finite set {yl},EI and the ordinate fh, a] - h - 1) being determined from 
fh+l(y, ,9 - h - 1) = C[fi'(y" a] - h)]. (A cubic spline is a piecelvise cubic 
polynom~al that joins coordinate pairs so that the resulting function is twice 
differentiable everywhere.) 

ii) Given a finite set {a,}jEJ, let be the linear transformation { c x ~ } ~ ~ ~  = 
fa. + l}.G,.

J ' J - 1  

iii) Observing from ii thatti,  ,(y,, ah- h - 1) = f/,, -l(y,,a h), suppose 
that v is the loivest counting number that, for all (y, a) t x {a,),Ei, 
satisfies 1 f u +  l(y,,a] - v) - f,(y,, 5 - v)l 0.001(1 - PA). 

iv) Finally, let Dlk denote the (unique) solution to the equation Dik = (1 -
Pk)-'(? - - v)-%),~ ,a] - v]. The number D(a, v,  Ph)was accord- ~ ) ' ~ f y [ ( ~  -
ingly approximated by Djk. The theoretical justification for this approxima- 
tion comes from proposition 5 : if lIC[f,(y, a)]  - f,(y, a)//5 0.001(1 - P), then 
llg(y, a) - f,(y, a)//5 0.001. Upon substituting fu(y, a) for g(y, a )  in the 
equation D(a  - v, p) = (1 - p)- l (a  - v)Ihg[(a - v)-"?D(a - v, p), a - v], 
the approximation proposed above is obtained. 

This algorithm is subject to two main sources of error. First, the sup norm 
( 1  1 1  is applied only to the finite set {y,},,/ x {a,},EJ instead of the (much larger) 
set [ -y- ,  301 x [O, m]. Second, the mapping f,(y, a) is used in the final step to 
determine D(a,  Pk),rather thang(y, a) .  In practice both of those errors could, 
apparently, be cheaply controlled for at least moderate values of P,  say less 
than 0.95. At high levels of P, the number of iterations v must be greatly 
increased to satisfy the convergence criterion. 

Table B1 reports computed values of D(a, P) for 230 coordinate pairs (a, 
p). The numbers down the left side of the table indicate values of a, E [O. 1, 
. . . , 17. I], while those across the top refer to values of P E [0. 1, . . . , 0.951. 

Appendix C 

The following procedure describes how to compute the sequence of hazards 
{h,(a, P)}:= 1 for different values of a and P. 

i) For each Pkcompute a cubic spline for D(a,  Pk)by knotting together the 
points determined in Appendix B: 

ii) Appealing to the second equation of proposition 6, compute +r,l(p)  
directly. Hence, hml is determined from the first equation in proposition 6 bv 
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using step i to evaluate $,,,(p) at the number [ a " 4 ~ ( a ,  Pk) - (a + 1)IhD(a+ 1, 
Phil. 

iii) Substitute +,, ,(p) and h ,  into the third equation of proposition 6. Then 
compute +,&I). Using step i again, evaluate this distribution at the number 
[al"D(a, Pk) - (a + 2)"*D(a + 7, Pk)] to determine hni2 Continuing in this 
fashion, hm:3, hm4, and h,,i are successively determined. 

Table C1 reports, for 230 coordinate pairs (a,,,,P), the computed sequences 
{h,, (a,,,p)E=,. The numbers down the left side of the table indicate values of 
a, E [0.1, . . . , 17.11, while those across the top refer to values of P E 
[O.1, . . . , 0.951. 

Appendix D 

Not all the 822 life histories in the subsample of whites were adequately 
documented, and a number of conditions were imposed that individual data 
were required to satisfy for inclusion in the analysis. 

i) Information about full-time activities had to be continuously recorded 
from the time of entry into the labor force through to January 1969. Full-time 
activities comprised full-time education, full-time employment, and full-time 
other. all of which were ex~licitlv coded (loss 2001. 

ii) Ko overlaps in full-time activities were permitted. Overlaps can occur 
because of miscoded spell dates, multiple full-time jobs being held simulta- 
neously, or, in some cases, the classification of seasonal work (brought about, 
e.g., by a schoolteacher's taking a summer job). It was difficult to distinguish 
these three cases without access to the questionnaires, and so respondents 
with any overlapping full-time employment spells were dropped (loss 141). 

iii) Respondents with missing data on spell dates and relevant variable 
codes were dropped (loss 5), as were those whose records claimed a spell 
finished before it started (loss 18). With respect to conditions i-iii, for full- 
time spells, spell beginning and spell ending dates are available in two forms, 
a continuous numeric code and a monthiyear code. When cases failed to 
satisfy all of the conditions above using the numeric codes, an attempt was 
made to salvage them using the )-earlmonth codes. This succeeded in 11 cases, 
so, after netting out two who pursued military careers throughout their entire 
work history, this left the 467 white men that form the basis for the present 
studv. 
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